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Innovative and ubiquitous EV charging: 
Sustainable technology for global Smart Cities.

Recent awards for ubitricity's revolutionary approach and  

technology: Bringing mobility and renewable energy together.  



ubitricity's system solution for a dense  
EV charging network in a Smart City.  

The MobileCharging System

The intelligent charging cable: 
The SmartCable

Online customer portal: 
The ConnectivityManager

SmartCable users receive a monthly bill 

detailing their charging transactions and 

costs. The ConnectivityManager supplies 

information on all charging procedures in 

real-time. 

The SmartCable features an integrated 

electricity meter and is associated with a 

mobile electricity contract for renewables.  

It unlocks the SimpleSocket and records the 

charging procedure to the exact kWh. 

The economic charge point:
The SimpleSocket

SimpleSockets do not need to feature any 

static communication, access or billing 

technology. This reduces the purchase price 

significantly. They can be installed wall- 

mounted, on a pole or in a lamp post.  

Future transport solutions have to become clean and independent  

of fossil fuels. Electric vehicles (EVs) powered by green electricity can 

contribute massively to this change. In the future, EV batteries will 

serve as distributed storage for electricity, assisting the complete 

integration of fluctuating renewable energies into the electricity grid. 

This way, they also contribute to the overall grid stability. 

It is too expensive to set up ubiquitous day-to-day solutions for 

charging emission-free electricity with conventional systems in  

a smart city. 

This is where ubitricity‘s mission cuts in: EV users charge green 
electricity everywhere they park. A smart system solution for a 
growing market. 

 ü Up to 90 % savings: Create a dense public  
charging network with lean and cost-efficient  
SimpleSockets.  

 ü Ubiquitous charging infrastructure: Enables  
on-street and over-night charging combined with 
exact billing. 

 ü Reduced operating costs: Lean charge points 
minimise operational effort and costs. 

 ü Green mobile electricity: The simple, reliable  
technology ensures that clean electricity can  
be provided to EV users everywhere they park.

 ü Efficient: Parking times become charging times 
and allow flexible load distribution. 

 ü Smart grid ready: supporting smart grid solu-
tions such as demand side and response manage-
ment as well as smart charging possibilities.



ubitricity’s intelligent MobileCharging System contributes to a sus- 

tainable change of mobility infrastructure. It offers highly efficient 

technology to provide a large number of charge points and to smartly 

and comprehensively integrate electric vehicles into the power grid. 

The key component of the system is the SmartCable with integrated 

mobile electricity meter. It contains all the technology necessary for 

communication, metering and billing. 

This means the user brings services and technology along to each 

charge point. The mobile technology is required only once per user. 

The charge point is reduced to a lean SimpleSocket: small, affordable 

and with practically no operating costs. They are quick to install any-

where with an electricity supply, providing ubiquitous access to the 

power grid. The Mobile Metering technology transforms EVs into a 

large distributed storage system for electricity. Each EV is bundled with 

an individual mobile electricity tariff. 

This development will be supported by a demand-side management, 

making it possible to transfer electricity into the EV whenever there is  

a surplus of electricity in the grid. 

 ü Easy installation: Socket integration into a  
street light in less than 30 minutes. 

 ü Affordable: SimpleSockets can be installed almost 
anywhere and at a reasonable price. 

 ü Innovative: Create charging spots by retrofitting  
urban furniture, especially in residential areas.

 ü Smart mobile device: The SmartCable provides 
access to the grid everywhere. All transactions are 
itemised per vehicle on a monthly bill.

 ü The MobileCharging System: A unique one-stop 
shop solution including hardware, maintenance 
and billing.

Smart technology. Green energy services.  
A commitment to sustainable innovation.  

Best practice examples

Berlin: Charge points in public 
spaces everywhere EV users park.

Iserlohn: Local utilities as  
mobile electricity providers.

The utility of Iserlohn is one of the first 

utilities to become an ubitricity WhiteLabel 

partner, supplying mobile electricity to EVs in 

their city. Charge points are being installed all 

over town, increasing the utility's visibility in 

the city.

In Berlin, more and more street lights are 

equipped with SimpleSockets. EV users profit 

from a growing number of charge points both 

in the city center and in suburban areas – this 

way, the MobileCharging system is changing 

the mobility landscape in its own hometown.

London: On-street charging for  
EV users in residential areas.

London boroughs are retrofitting street  

lights in residential areas with charge points, 

creating charging opportunities everywhere 

residents park. The solution is suitable even 

for listed boroughs as the overall city image  

is not affected.
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